UVA Research Activities Related to the COVID-19 Pandemic (September 17)

$111,121,271 Cost on External Proposals
92 Sponsors on External Proposals
389 People Involved Across All Research Activities
609 Work Products Across All Research Activities

COVID-19 Response: External Proposals by School and Status

COVID-19 Research Activities

Work Products Across All Research Activities
--- External Proposals, Internal Proposals, Publications and Preprints, and Updates and Media

- Proposal: 388
- Publications and Prints: 113
- News: 74
- Tools and Technology: 20
- Awards: 8
- Virtual Meeting: 4
- Other Products: 2

Involvement by Title on Updates and Media

Faculty and Staff, 20
Assistant Professor, 48
Professor, 58
Associate Professor, 48
Student, 7